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Background

� Fluent Reading as intrinsically cross-modal process. 
Requires mapping visual (letters) and auditory (speech 

sounds) representations (McNorgan et al., 2013)

� Lack of fluency is one of the main deficits in dyslexia

(Blomert, 2011)

� Fluency seems reluctant to treatment, in contrast to 
accuracy (e.g. Torgesen, 2005) 
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� Fluent reading involves fast and automatic visual

decoding of letters and words

� Cortical areas for visual object recognition are recruited 
and specialize with reading expertise

� Dyslectics fail to attain typical levels of automaticity
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The reading network

Posterior network

• Audiovisual integration  

Parieto-temporal regions

L-SS sound integration develops in 
multisensory regions of temporal 
cortex (Blomert, 2011)

• Audiovisual integration  

Parieto-temporal regions

L-SS sound integration develops in 
multisensory regions of temporal 
cortex (Blomert, 2011)

• Visual specialization for print

Occipito –temporal region

Perceptual expertise for fast automatized word 
processing. Includes the Visual Word Form Area 

(VWFA) (Dehaene & Cohen, 2011; McCandliss et 
al., 2003)

• Visual specialization for print

Occipito –temporal region

Perceptual expertise for fast automatized word 
processing. Includes the Visual Word Form Area 

(VWFA) (Dehaene & Cohen, 2011; McCandliss et 
al., 2003)
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The reading network

Anterior network

• Language production

Inferior Frontal Gyrus (IFG)

Speech production 
Late L-SS associations

• Language production

Inferior Frontal Gyrus (IFG)

Speech production 
Late L-SS associations
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The reading network

Reading development

1

2

3

The three systems interact during reading 
acquisition 
(Blomert, 2011; McCandliss & Noble, 2003)

The temporo-parietal system  (1) develops 
earlier and establishes letter-speech sounds 
maps.

The L-SS maps support the fast specialization 
of the visual system (2)
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The reading network

Dyslexia

1

2

3

Neuroimaging studies:

Deficit in the posterior systems (1 and 2) in 
dyslectics and overactivation of frontal 
system(3)
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The reading network

The Visual Word Form Area (VWFA)

(Dehaene & Cohen, 2011) 

Reproducible localization at Left Fusiform Gyrus

Functional specialization for reading

Fast visual identification of words 

Related to efficient reading 

VWFA
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The reading network

VWFA and reading

Inverted U development

Dysregulation in VWFA in 
dyslectics has been reported 
(Blau et al., 2010; Helenius et al., 
1999)

Activity related to reading speed 
in adults 
(Dujardin et al.,2010; Korinth et 
al.,2010)

VWFA
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The reading network

VWFA and reading

To further examine the time course of 

activity in the Visual Word Form Area 
during reading: 

EEG

VWFA
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Electroencephalography (EEG)
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• EEG records cortical activity

• High temporal resolution: millisecond precision

• Event-related  Potentials (ERP ) – average of EEG signal to a particular event 
(i.e. presentation of a visual stimuli)

• Components: peaks and troughs  of the averaged ERP reflecting  brain 
activity from different sources
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The visual N1 component
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Introduction

• First negative polarity peak
• Latencies around 200 ms
• Posterior-occipital topography
• Sources identified in VWFA region
• Amplitudes seen to be sensitive to… 

…visual expertise in general
(Rossion et al.,2003, Tanaka & Curran, 
2001)

… orthographic processing
(Bentin et al., 2009; Maurer et al., 2005)

N1
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• N1 amplitude  as index for visual specialization for print

• Longitudinal data comparing N1 amplitudes to word vs. 
symbols (icons)

• Inverted “U” development:

• N1 specialization for words becomes strong in the 
first 2 /3 years of reading acquisition and then 
gradually declines with expertise

Maurer et al. 2006
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The visual tuning hypothesis
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Introduction

N1 specialization for words is found reduced in dyslectics in 2nd grade 

• Reduced N1 word-symbol 
differences in dyslectics at 2nd

grade 

• When compared in 5th grade 
not significant differences 
(Maurer et al.2007) 

• However studies suggest 
differences  in pre-adolescents 
(Araujo et al., 2012) and adults 
(Helenius et al. 1999)
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Aims of the study
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Introduction

• Examine N1 amplitude sensitivity to word specialization by using false fonts 
as contrast symbol

• False font = higher resemblance to words. More sensitive N1 index

• Examine deficit in dyslectics at 3rd grade

• Relate N1 to reading fluency measures within dyslectic readers (19)
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Participants

Methods

Typical Readers Dyslectics Stat.

M(SD) M(SD) p η2

N 20 19

Sex ratio (m:f) 8:12 8:11

Handedness (L:R) 2:15* 3:16

Age 8.78 (0.35) 8.97 (0.39) .122 0.34

• All Dutch speakers 
• Recruited from schools with same sociodemographical back ground 
• Dyslectics:  < 10th percentile  in reading tests
• Typical readers  > 25th percentile in reading tests 
• Dyslectics were tested before starting intervention program at IWAL 
• IQ > 85 (non-verbal test)
• No comorbidity with ADHD or other disorders
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Behavioral measurements

Methods

• Reading tests

• 3DM battery of diagnostic tests:
• Word reading 
• Letter speech sound identification/discrimination 
• Naming speed
• Spelling

• One minute test
• Text reading 

• Typical readers outperformed dyslectics  

• Largest differences were in fluency measures

• Common finding in dyslexia studies involving relatively shallow orthographies 
such as German or Dutch (Frith et al., 1998; Landerl et al.,1997; Paulesu et al., 
2001)
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Design

Methods

• Block design:
• 44 trials per block (4 targets)
• 2 blocks per condition: 

• String Type(short and long)
• String Type (word and symb.)

• 2x 2x 2 = 8 blocks of 44 trials

• Pseudorandomised trials and blocks
• Counterbalanced across subjects

Task
• Immediate repetition task

• Button press when a string is 
immediately followed by itself

• 4 trials are targets in each block
(not included in ERP analysis)
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Stimuli 

Methods

• Strings of words and symbols

• Words:
• 80 Dutch words
• AOA 6 years or earlier            

(Ghyselinck et al., 2000 )
• Short (4&5 letters) and long (6&7)

• Symbol strings:
• 80 strings, same as words but 

printed in font “3elementSymbols-
1600”

• Similar no. elements, spatial 
frequency and contrast 
characteristics as words (Pammer
et al., 2004)

• Short (4&5 char.) and long (6&7)
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EEG recording

Methods

• Biosemi ActiveTwo 64 electrodes
• 2 external in mastoids 
• 4 external for eye movements
• 1024 Hz sample rate
• Reference-free recording 
• Offline re-referenced to average
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Peak detection

Methods

Peak detected
Polarity Time range

P1 Positive 50-180 ms

N1 Negative 175-300 ms

P2 Positive 250-400 ms

• Peak detection was then performed in the individual averages for each 
experimental condition

• Peak amplitude ( peak value in µV ) and latencies (ms) were used in analysis
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Statistical analysis

ERPs

Methods

Mixed-model ANOVA

Within-SS factors
(4)

String Type

(2 levels: words, 
symbols)

String Length

(2: short, long)
Hemisphere

(2:left, right)
Electrode pairs

(7 levels:TP7-TP8, P9-
P10, P7-P8, P5-P6, PO7-
PO8, PO3-PO4, O1-O2)

Between-SS factor
(1)

Dyslexia

(typical readers n = 20, 
dyslectic readers n = 19) - - -

TP8
P10
P8
P6
PO8
PO4
O2

TP7
P9
P7
P5
PO7
PO3
O1
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Statistical analysis

Relation with reading fluency

Methods

• Composite fluency score: 3DM word reading (HF, LF) + One-minute test

• All based on single word reading during one minute
• Fluency is the no. of correct words read within time limit

• N1 word-symbol amplitudes as index for “word specialization" is computed  
across left hemisphere sites (Localized around the VWFA)
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Results

ERP results

Results

ERPs to word 
and symbol 
strings at P9 
and O1 

Topographical 
map of activity 
for words at 
N1latencies 
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Results

ERP results – N1 results

Results

Peak
Amplitudes µV Latencies ms

Main

effects
Interactions

Main

effects
Interactions

N1 

(223 ms)
Length
Type 

Length*Electrode*Hemisphere
Type*Electrode

Type * Length * Electrode

Dyslexia*Type*Hemisphere

Type*Hemisphere
Dyslexia ( p = .051) 

Dyslexia * Hemisphere *Electrode
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Results

N1 amplitude

Results

In typical readers 
N1 amplitude for 
word stimuli was  
significantly 
smaller at the LH 
vs. RH

Typical readers (n = 20) Dyslectics (n = 19)

Interaction effect: Dyslexia*Type*Hemisphere
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Results

N1 amplitude

Results
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Dyslectics

Typical readers

N1 amplitude word-symbol difference

Left hemisphere  

(VWFA) N1 word-
symbol amplitudes 
seem larger for 
dyslectics vs. typical 
readers

Right hemisphere N1 
word-symbol 
amplitudes seem 
larger for typical 
readers vs. dyslectics

Interaction effect: Dyslexia*Type*Hemisphere
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Results

N1 amplitudes and reading fluency

Results

• Regression analysis between left hemisphere N1 word-symbols amplitude 
and reading fluency was significant for dyslectics, R = 0.78, R2 = 0.60,
β = 1.97, t = 5.07, p = .000, but not for typical readers

• Positive correlation between reading speed and N1 word-symbol amplitude 
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Additional Results

N1 latencies

Results

N1 latencies were overall slightly shorter in dyslectics (both 
for words and symbols). 
At temporal sites larger difference at the left hemisphere
At posterior sites larger difference at the right hemisphere

Interaction effect: Dyslexia*Hemisphere*Electrode
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Additional results: task performance

Results

Typical readers outperformed dyslectics during the experimental task when 
words were presented

Hit responses (button presses to target stimuli)
• More hit responses in typical readers vs. dyslectics

False alarms (button presses to non-target stimuli)

• More false alarms for symbol strings > words 
• No significant differences between long and short strings
• No group differences
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Summary of results

Results

• N1 showed sensitivity to string type and string length
(Larger amplitudes related to long vs. short strings and to words vs. 

symbols)

• N1 amplitudes for symbols did not differed across hemispheres in both 
groups

• N1 amplitudes for words discriminated between groups: it was reduced

at left vs. right  hemisphere sites in typical readers but not in dyslectics

• The left hemisphere N1 word-symbol differences correlated with reading 

fluency in dyslectics but not in typical readers
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Discussion

Discussion

• String type effects  suggest early (prior to 200 ms) detection mechanism 
with high sensitivity (symbols were highly similar to letters) in both 
groups

• Dyslectics already show reasonable accuracy levels. Behavioral 
differences mainly come from fluency scores. 

• N1 word amplitude reduction  at the left hemisphere in proficient readers 
might suggest facilitation or less effortful decoding : specialization that is 
absent in the right hemisphere in typical readers and in both 
hemispheres in dyslectic readers

• N1 word-symbol  amplitude at the left hemisphere correlate to reading 
fluency in dyslectics
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Discussion

Discussion

• Apparent discrepancy with previous studies reporting reduced N1 
amplitudes in dyslexia (Maurer et al., 2006,2007; Araújo et al., 2012) 

1. Levels of specialization of the VWFA: typical readers might benefit 
from a whole-word specialization (facilitation)

• Studies reported lack for word familiarity effect in dyslexia (Van 
der Mark et al., 2009) 

• Increased engagement of visual areas in dyslexia (Wimmer et al., 
2010)

• Trend for increased N1 word-specific response in 5th grade 
(Maurer, 2011) 
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Discussion

2. Attentional strategies. 
• N1 enhancement in stimuli presented in attended locations (Luck 

et al., 1994; Mangung & Hillyard, 1991). Dyslectics might have 
recruited stronger attentional resources for words

• Attention allocation to orthography evoked larger N1 compared to 
phonological or semantic focus (Ruz & Nobre, 2008)

• Less effective top-down modulations from phonological-orthographic 
integration areas are found in dyslexia (Cao et al., 2008)
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General conclusions

Discussion

• False fonts provide a high sensitive contrast to establish a N1 index for 
word specialization

• Dyslectics and typical readers in 3rd grade differ in the level of VWFA 
specialization

• VWFA activity reflected by N1 index account for part of the difference in 
reading fluency between dyslectics and typical readers 
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Behavioral measurements

Methods

Typical Readers Dyslectics

M(SD) M(SD) p-value η2

3DM Word reading  - accuracy a          

HF 99.12 (1.12) 93.75 (4.33) .000 0.44

LF 97.25 (3.23) 86.46 (13.52) .001 0.24

Pseudo 87.37 (9.65) 69.14 (17.77) .000 0.30

Total [T]b 49.50(9.06) 31.05(10.23) .000 0.49

3DM Word reading  - fluency [T]

HF 52.95(7.58) 31.68(6.03) .000 0.72

LF 54.65(9.02) 31.53(5.92) .000 0.70

Pseudo 53.00(9.44) 29.84(6.70) .000 0.68

Total 53.95(9.34) 30.68(4.84) .000 0.72

One-Minute Test -fluency [C]c 6.05(1.76) 2.00(0.88) .000 0.69

Text Reading – fluency[T]* 54.70(8.04) 32.94(5.94) .000 0.71

3DM Spelling – accuracy[T] 50.60(9.14) 34.37(5.00) .000 0.56

3DM Spelling - fluency[T] 54.55(8.70) 36.68(6.28) .000 0.60

aRaw scores. b T scores (M = 50, SD = 10). c C scores (M = 5, SD= 2)
*Dyslectics n = 39.** Dyslectics n = 38

• Largest differences in fluency 

measures

• Common finding in dyslexia 
studies involving relatively 
shallow orthographies such as 
German or Dutch (Frith et al., 
1998; Landerl et al.,1997; 
Paulesu et al., 2001)
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ERP preprocessing

Methods

All preprocessing done with EEGlab 11

� Reference: average of mastoids
� Band pass filter (1 – 70 Hz )
� Resample to 256 Hz 
� Epoch (-500 1550 ms)
� Baseline correction (I)
� Reject epochs with responses
� Reject epochs with artifacts (manual)
� Independent Component Analysis (ICA)

� Reject bad ICA components by map
� Baseline correction (II)
� Interpolate bad channels
� Low pass filter 30 Hz 
� Re-reference to average (64 channels)

Epochs containing non-stereotypical 
artifacts (i.e. electrode movement or 
head/muscle movements)

Infomax algorithm (Lee, Girolami, & 
Sejnowski, 1999) detects line current 
artifacts, blinks, etc. Results in 64 
components (one for each channel)

Spline interpolation applied to 
channels with excessive artifacts

All referencing and filtering is 
performed offline
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Additional results: task performance

Results

Typical readers outperformed dyslectics during the experimental task when 
words were presented

False alarms 

• Button presses to non-target stimuli
• The number of false alarms did not exceed the 5% of the trials in any 

group
• Symbols > words 
• No significant differences between long and short strings
• No group differences
Hit responses

• Button presses to target stimuli
• Typical readers > dyslectics (except in short symbol strings )
• No significant differences between long and short strings
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Electroencephalography (EEG)

Brain potentials during  visual word recognition
Introduction

Medial surface of the 
brain

Cortical layers

Pyramidal neurons

Scalp EEG potentials can 
be estimated as if 
generated by a dipole 
source.   

Measured as the 
difference between two 
points.

• Population of cortical 
neurons spatially and 
temporally synchronized 
create differences in local 
field potentials

• EEG records voltage differences between a 
number of electrodes placed on the scalp

• High temporal resolution: millisecond 
precision


